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Ultrafast! Ultraprecise!
Full range, fine cutting laser.
What do leading manufacturer's need in a laser machine to stay competitive? Amada
produced the LC-F1NT after carefully examining this question. The answer is to have the
best machine for any manufacturing requirement with the ability to produce high-quality
products as efficiently as possible. Amada, who understands every manufacturing need,
meets these requirements by introducing the next generation in laser processing with
user-friendly and application-oriented approaches.

Shorter piercing time & faster cutting speed
Cutting quality
Very high precision

1
2
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Global Standard
Laser Machine

7 Customer request
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Flexibility
Cutting process stability
Workability & Ergonomics

4
5
6

TWIN ADAPTIVE OPTICS

NEW AMNC/PC

MONITORED CUTTING PROCESS
AMADA-TUNED OSCILLATORS AF
3 AXES LINEAR MOTOR DRIVE

5 Innovations :

Easy to use7

1
2
3
4
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Request

1 Shorter piercing time & faster cutting speed

Increase the productivity
Decrease the cost

Shorter processing time by quicker acceleration
Shorter processing time at samecut command speed!

A synergistic effect of faster axial
acceleration / deceleration and
faster travel speed results in total
reduction in the fabrication pro-
cess.

Cutting command speed, acceleration and cycle time*

Sampleworkpiece
5mm (0.197") 5mm (0.197"),
1.3mm (0.051") in thickness

Rack andpinion
Ball screw

Linearmotor drive

Cutting speed

Cutting speed

5mm 5m
m

Approach Peripheral cutting

Approach Peripheral cutting

Significant difference!

Processing
time

Processing
time

By speeding up the AMNC controller and combining that
with linear drives in all three axes, the time savings achie-
ved on the nested sheet on the right amounted to 21.3%
compared to a conventional machine. It also creates a
substantial economy of running cost: less power
consumption, gas consumption and depreciation cost.

*Cycle time:The time from the beginning to the end of a series of operations in a single process of laser machine's continuous repetitive operations

4
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Request

2
Amada-tuned oscillators AF
Minimizes light fluctuation
Laser beam quality has been impro-
ved by minimizing beam fluctuation
unique to high-speed axial flow.

Burn-free corners and edges
Smoother finish on cut surface

Constant precision cutting
Achieving high accuracy in high speed cutting

With the Three Axes Linear Motor Drive system, exceptional high-precision accuracy
is enabled by true closed loop feedback of the head position directly to the NC control.

Consistent precision cutting 3 axes li-
near Motor Drive achieves high circula-
rity without axial distortion.

Cutting quality

Request

3 Very high precision

High Circularity

Processing 4kW oscillator on conventional machine 4kW oscillator (AF4000i-B) on LC-F1NT
Material/Thickness Assist gas Cut surface roughness Cut surface roughness
Stainless steel

1mm
Stainless steel

3mm
Stainless steel

6mm
Mild steel 6mm

Nitrogen

Nitrogen

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Ra=2,1

Ra=1,9

Ra=2,5

Ra=2,2

Ra=1,4

Ra=1,2

Ra=1,4

Ra=1,1

Comparisonof cut surface qualitywith conventionalmachine
Processing speed (mm/min) Comparison of cut surface roughness: Ra value (μm) at 1mm from top face of sheet (μm)

Output response of conventionalmachine Output response of LCF1NT
Target
(proportional to speed)

Target
(proportional to speed)

Directed laser output Directed laser output

Time Time

La
se

rp
ow

er

La
se

rp
ow

er

Coupling Command
NC equipment

Position data

EncoderNutBall screw

Semi-closed loop control (Ball screwdrive:Conventionalmachine)

Command
from NC

Rotary
motor

Feeds back
to NC
via encoder

System does not truly
know the actual position
of the cutting head

Command
from NC

Feeds back position
directly to NC

Actual position of
the cutting head is
known for certain

Semi-closed loop control (Ball screwdrive:Conventionalmachine)

Coil slider

Linear scale Scan head

NewAMNC / PC

Comparisonof cut surface qualitywith conventionalmachine

Measurement trajectory
at 20000mm/min 56.1μm

Conventional
machine LC-F1NT

17.8μm

Motor

Command

Position data

High-speed NC control and newly
enhanced oscillator output response
allow for burn-free corners and
edges.

Consistent precision cutting
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Request

4 Flexibility
Twin adaptive optics for optimum beam
Reduction set-up time
Two adaptive optics control the beam diameter for optimal cutting performance. A single 7.5-inch
lens handles thin to thick sheets, reducing the non-value added time of lens replacement.

Request

5 Cutting process stability
Cut status detecting function
Monitors cut status and feeds back tomachine
Monitors constantly cut error fac-
tors such as piercing, gouging, and
plasma to support constant, stable
cutting.

Optimumbeamcontrol

Focal length

Focal depth

Focal point

Focal depth

Focal length

LC-F1NT Thick sheet
cutting

Controls beamdiameter Controls beamdiameter

Thick sheet
cutting

A/O* N° 1 A/O* N°1
A/O* N°2 A/O* N°2

*A/O : Adaptive Optics

Sensor

Scattered light

Lens

5"
Conventionalmachine

LC-F1NT

0,5mm

7.5"

7.5"

A single 7.5-inch lens is applicable to cutting from thin to thick sheets.

Thin sheet Thick sheet
25mm

Comparisonof cut surface qualitywith conventionalmachine

10"

4 kW

6kW

6
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Request

6
Flexible layout
Right or Left version
The shuttle table can be either right or left side
depending on the situation and various
peripheral equipments making it possible to
have flexible layouts

Request

7 Easy to use

Water Assist Cutting WACS
Cooling cut for thickmild steel

Sprays water on the surface of thick material
during laser cutting to prevent the heat build up
from adversely affecting cut quality as well as
improving the yield of the material.

Full access enclosure
Facilate setupandstandaloneoperation
The fully opening enclosure allows easier ac-
cess for nozzle replacement and lens mainte-
nance and also allows an operator to carry in /
carry out materials from the main cutting area.

Workability & Ergonomics

Assist gas Laser beam

Outer
nozzle

Inner nozzle,
sensor
Cooling water Material

New AMNC/PC

The new AMNC/ PC with high speed proces-
sor is an essential component of the exceptio-
nal performance of LC F1 NT. The short
processing time and the synchronization of the
axes and allows a laser significant reduction
over wasted time. New features facilitate the
human and machine relationship.

You can consolidate functions you fre-
quently use, such as Origin Return, JOG
cut, Positioning, and Nozzle / Head Re-
placement Position, with one-touch ope-
ration. Just press the Start button for
execution.

This allows you to set optimum condi-
tions for piercing, corner treatment, etc.
Setting of up to 10 conditions each for a
single material (thickness) type and a
maximum 200 types is permitted.

Usual fonction

ProcessingCondition setting

High efficiencyNCcontrol systemas standard

Shuttle table: left output

Shuttle table: right output

7
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Dr.ABE-Blank Software

Dr.ABE Blank is a fully-automatic CAM software for laser processing data.
Processing data can be automatically generated just by calling drawing data
from SDD data base. IGES, STEP, ACIS-type… Files can also be handled
via this user-friendly system.

Operating
After simply calling up 2D drawing via Data Base (SDD) from AP 100 ,
SHEETWORKS or by importing directly DXF files from CAD systems and
setting numerical/material information, processing data are created auto-
matically . So, data creation time can be shortened and productivity as well
as operating rate of the laser machine can be improved.

High-efficiency nesting system maximizing laser machine productivity

2D Drawings from AP100 2D Drawings from SHEETWORKS:
3D SOLIDWORK, IGES,STEP,ACIS…

2D Drawings from CAD systems:
DXF,DWG…

Dr ABE-BLANK :
Automatic CAM Process

Nesting multiple parts in parts in parts Automatic nesting Common cut with nesting

- Setup sheet

Paper Edition

Transmission via
Barcode read

LC F1 NT

SDD (Data base)

Network transmission

8
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Theoptional equipments canbe selected for efficient production.

Automatic Nozzle Changer
8 station changer

The optional nozzle changer helps to pro-
mote continuous, unattended operation.
The 8 station changer will automatically
change, clean, and calibrate the nozzle
and head based on the requirements for
the material to be processed. This feature
increases machine utilization while redu-
cing overall processing time.

OVS IV
Origin correction for punch& laser combination processing
1. In combination processing with NCT,
a position of scanned holes is measured
and displacement from NCT's original
point for processing is corrected auto-
matically.

2. The pitch between two processed
holes and the circularity are measured. If
the measurement result is out of specifi-
cation, an alarm message is displayed.

X direction scrap conveyor 10” Lens assembly

Reduction of operator working
load. Scrap and small parts
are removed in X direction to
the outside of the machine by
the conveyor mounted within
the frame.

10” lens assembly (lens hol-
der included) is available for
frequent cutting of thick plates
(Standard with the machine
equipped with AF6000iB
oscillator)

CCD
camera
Lens
Ring light

Options

Measured hole 1 Measured hole 2

9
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Versions

Machine,peripherals,softwareandengineeringare thekeys toproductivity improvement.TheSo-
lutionPackagesare theproducts that solveyourproblemsbycombining these four elements at a
high level.

Basic model

LC F1 NT
Shuttle

Programming time has been significantly
reduced by utilizing drawing and nesting
data made on Dr.ABE_Blank.

LC-F1NT+LST

During the day, the machine can
be operated either as a stand
alone unit or fully automated

LC F1 NT
Storage

During night shifts, the machine can be opera-
ted in a fully automated operation.In a manned
operation the system is flexible enough for
remnant material to be loaded into the system
helping to reduce material waste.

LC-F1NT+ASLUL

Workshop Method
Department

Bending machines

SheetWorks
(Option)

AP100

Punching machines

Dr.ABE_Blank

SDD

10
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11030 / 13100

9845 / 11580

30
50

30
50

6700 / 7700
20

10
20

10

2910 / 3410

NUMERICAL CONTROL

CO2 LASER OSCILLATOR

Maximum axis travel (mm)

Maximum sheet size X,Y (mm)

Maximum feed rate X,Y,Z (m/min)

Maximum simultaneous feed rate (m/min)

Cutting speed (m/min)

Number of controlled axis

Minimum increment

Connectors

Output power (W)

Peak power (W)

Frequency (hz)

Laser gas consumption (l/h)

LC 3015 F1 NT

3270 x 1550 x 100

3000 x 1500

120

170

0 - 60

0,005

2700

5 à 2000
10

2500

Positioning Accuracy (mm)

Maximum mass of material (kg) 920

Wavelength (µm)

Angle of divergence (mrd)

AF 2000E-LU2,5

10,6

< 2

4 (X, Y, Z + B)

0, 001
RS 232 + LAN + Ethernet

MACHINES

Mass of machine (kg) 11 000

+-

AMNC-PC

Specifications

Repeatable positioning accuracy(mm) 0,01+-

AF 2000E-LU 2.5 AF 4000iB AF 6000iB

15

8
6

20

12
10

25

20

12

5 mm

0 mm

10 mm

15 mm

20 mm

25 mm

LC 4020 F1 NT*

4270 x 2050 x 100

4000 x 2000

120

170

0 - 60

0,005

1570

13 000

+-
0,01+-

AF 4000i-B AF 6000i-B

5000

5 à 2000
10

4000

10,6

< 2

7000

5 à 2000
20

6000

10,6

< 2

Aluminium* (with nitrogen)
Stainless steel* (with nitrogen)
Mild steel* (with oxygen)

LC 3015 F1 / LC 4020 F1

Dimensions

Material thickness range

*Mild Steel 20 mm: RAEX 250, Stainless steel: X5CrNI 18-10, Aluminium: AW-5754 (AIMg3)

*Available only with AF 4000i-B and AF 6000i-B oscillators
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R

Adress :Paris-Nord II - 96, avenue de la Pyramide - 93290Tremblay-en-France
P.O. box :BP41040 - Roissy en France - 95912RoissyCDGcedex

Phone : +33 (0)1 49 90 30 00 - Fax : +33 (0)1 49 90 31 99 - www.amada.fr
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Eco-friendly approach for future manufacturing.

LC-F1 NT is the first laser machine that took into consideration the hazardous chemical substances prohi-
bited by RoHS Directive*, to meet you strict demands for eco-friendly products. What is more, LC F1 NT
contributes to CO2 emmision reduction by saving electricity usage through less power consumption and
shorter processing time enable by processing speed improvement.

*The restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances enforced by EU
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